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Response to Office Action

The table below presents the data as entered.
Input Field
SERIAL NUMBER

Entered
78331200

MARK SECTION (no change)
ARGUMENT(S)
I.
Applicant's Long Use of CHIPOTLE as a Brand For Its Restaurant Services Is Ample to Establish
Distinctiveness For The Goods Identified In This Application.

Under TMEP Section 1212.09, the required section 2(f) showing is twofold. First, Applicant must establish the mark has
acquired distinctiveness in connection with other goods and/or services for which the mark is used in commerce. Second,
Applicant must establish that the previously-created distinctiveness will transfer to the goods sought to be registered when the
mark is used on or in connection with them. TMEP §1209(a). Because these elements can be shown in this case, the Examining
Attorney should withdraw his section 2(e) refusal.
A.
Applicant's Use and Promotion of CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL For More Than
11 Years In Connection With It's Fast Food Restaurant Chain Have Established Acquired Distinctiveness
For Restaurant Services.
In 1993, Applicant's predecessor company opened its first CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL restaurant. Applicant's
concept was to provide affordable, freshly prepared "Tex Mex" food, prepared quickly and to the customer's specification,
while the customer waited and watched.
To this day, customers of Applicant enter the restaurant and approach a grill and food assembly line area, when the order
is placed. Meats used in the burritos, barbacoas, and other entrée items are grilled in the customer's view. Then the customer's
order is passed along the assembly kitchen and is created while the customer watches and selects various ingredients. The
marks CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL are in prominent view in exterior store signage, interior signage, menu
boards, napkins, and packaging papers used for take out orders. Customers can chose to eat in Applicant's restaurant or have
the entry wrapped and bagged for take out.
Applicant's food and concept have been wildly successful. Food critics and the trade press have written copiously about
Applicant's restaurants and many of the food items which are the subject of this Application. See sample articles at Attachments
1-4. These articles and many others demonstrate consumers recognize Applicant's mark.
In the 11 years since Applicant's founder opened his first restaurant, Applicant has expanded to 407 restaurants, now
operating in more than 20 states, including 20 restaurants in the Washington DC area alone. New restaurants are being added at
a rate of about 10 stores per month.
This growth is fueled, in part, by Applicant's annual advertising budget which exceeds $3 million. Applicant has
advertised on radio, television, and the internet. In addition, it relies on bus signs, billboards, flyers, and print media ads placed

in newpapers, magazines and other publications. Applicant also buys visible signs in pro sports stadiums and arenas. All of
those ads prominently feature the CHIPOTLE or CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL marks. See sample ads at Attachments 5-18.
Put simply, Applicant has exclusively used the terms CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL to offer its
restaurant services for more than 11 years. That use has been widespread and substantial, leaving no doubt that those terms
have acquired distinctiveness for Applicant's restaurant services.
B.
Applicant's Existing Principal Register Registrations for CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN
GRILL Establish Prima Facie Evidence of Acquired Distinctiveness.
The mark CHIPOTLE is the subject of an existing registration on the Principal Register for "restaurant services." See
TESS printout of Registration No. 2344423, at Attachment 20-21. Within months, Applicant intends to file its Section 8 & 15
declaration which, when accepted, will render this Registration No. 2344423 incontestable.
Rule 2.41(b) provides that the Examining Attorney may accept such a valid, Principal Register registration of the same
mark as prima facie evidence of acquired distinctiveness. There is no question that the mark sought to be registered,
CHIPOTLE, is the same as that which is the subject of Registration No. 2344423. The only remaining issue is whether the
goods identified in the present Application are sufficiently related to Applicant's restaurant services.
C.
The Distinctiveness Acquired in CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL For Restaurant
Services Should Transfer to the Sale of the Class 29 and Class 30 Goods Identified in this Application.

The fundamental inquiry in assessing product relatedness is whether the goods are sufficiently similar to lead a consumer
to reasonably assume that they were offered or sponsored by the same source. Wynn Oil Co. v. Thomas, 839 F.2d 1183, 1187
(6th Cir. 1988); Fleischmann Distilling Corp. v. Maier Brewing Co., 314 F.2d 149, 150 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 374 U.S. 830
(1963). This inquiry itself requires a two-step analysis, under which consideration is given to both the nature of the goods
themselves and the structure of the market in which they move. Vilarroz Corp. v. Borden, Inc., 209 U.S.P.Q. 969, 975 (2nd Cir.
1981); AMF, Inc. v. Sleekcraft Boats, 599 F.2d 341, 350 (9th Cir. 1979).
1.
Nature of the Goods/Services Is Similar.
Applicant's customers sometimes eat in and often take out Applicant's food. There could be no closer association nor a
more likely association in the consumer mind, than between Applicant's restaurant services and the take out food offered by
Applicant's restaurants. Indeed, a great number of Applicant's advertisements feature a picture of a foil-wrapped
burrito (Attachments 5-18), further drawing a tight association between Applicant's restaurant services and Applicant's food. See
In re Best Products Co., Inc. ("[W]e infer in the instant case that the differences between the marks BEST & Des. And BEST
JEWELRY & Des., and between the identifications of services in their respective registrations ["mail order and catalog
showroom services" and "retail jewelry store services"], were deemed to be immaterial differences.").
2.
The Market Channels for Restaurant Services and the Take Out Food Offered By Applicant's
Restaurants Are Identical.
The close proximity of the respective markets for restaurant services that offer a take out food option, like Applicant, and
the food items offered on the menu of such restaurants is identical. Even if those food items were distributed in the refrigerated
section of a convenience store or grocery store, the market channels and nature of the goods involved would be very closely
similar. Certainly similar enough for the consumer to draw a close association between Applicant's restaurant services and the
food items described by this Application. In re Rogers, 53 USPQ2d 1741 (TTAB 1999) (Where there exists a sufficient

relationship between the goods or services in connection with which the mark has acquired distinctiveness and the goods or
services recited in the intent-to-use application, a conclusion that the previously created distinctiveness will transfer to the goods
or services in the application upon use is warranted); In re Owens- Illinois Glass Co., 143 USPQ 431, 432 (TTAB 1964)
(applicant's ownership and prior use of LIBBEY for cut-glass articles held acceptable as prima facie evidence of distinctiveness
of mark for plastic tableware, the Board stating, "Cut-glass and plastic articles of tableware are customarily sold in the same
retail outlets, and purchasers of one kind of tableware might well be prospective purchasers of the other."); In re Lytle
Engineering & Mfg. Co., 125 USPQ 308 (TTAB 1960) (applicant's ownership and use of LYTLE for various services, including
the planning, preparation and production of technical publications, held acceptable as prima facie evidence of distinctiveness of
mark for brochures, catalogues and bulletins).
Consequently, the Examining Attorney should conclude that Applicant's previously created distinctiveness will transfer to
the goods specified in this Application when the mark is used on or in connection with them and that such acquired
distinctiveness is sufficient to overcome the section 2(e)(2) refusal.
D. All Doubts Surrounding Registrability Of The Mark Should Be Resolved In Applicant's Favor
Any doubts surrounding the registrability or descriptiveness of a mark are to be resolved in Applicant's favor. In re
Shutts, 217 USPQ 363, 365 (TTAB 1983); In re Micro Instrument Corp., 222 USPQ 252, 255 (TTAB 1984); In re American
Hospital Supply Corp., 219 USPQ 949, 951 (TTAB 1983). Accordingly, this Application should be approved for publication
and the section 2(e) refusal should be withdrawn.

Conclusion
Applicant has established that there is a strong likelihood that Applicant's previously created distinctiveness (based upon
the long-standing and extensive use of CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL) will transfer to the closely related
goods specified in this application when the term CHIPOTLE is used on or in connection with such goods, and thus Applicant
is entitled to registration of the mark under 2(f). Based on the foregoing, Applicant requests that the Examining Attorney
accept the mark for publication and ultimately registration.
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INTERNATIONAL CLASS

029

DESCRIPTION

PRESERVED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, CHIPS, GUACAMOLE, BEANS, RICE, FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE SALADS AND SOUPS;
FILING BASIS

Section 1(b)

GOODS AND/OR SERVICES SECTION (1st class)(proposed)
INTERNATIONAL CLASS

029

DESCRIPTION

PRESERVED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, CHILE RELLENOS, GUACAMOLE, COOKED BEANS,
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE SALADS AND SOUPS;
FILING BASIS

Section 1(b)
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DESCRIPTION

SANDWICHES, BARBACOAS, BURRITOS, ENCHILADAS, TACOS, EMPANADAS, QUESADILLAS, TAMALES,
FAJITAS, RELLENOS, TORTILLAS, SOPAPILLAS, COOKIES, AND CORN CHIPS; SALADS COMPRISED OF MEATS,
RICE, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
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Section 1(b)
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030
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RICE, SANDWICHES, BARBACOAS, BURRITOS, ENCHILADAS, TACOS, EMPANADAS, QUESADILLAS,
TAMALES, FAJITAS, RELLENOS, TORTILLAS, SOPAPILLAS, COOKIES, CORN CHIPS AND TORTILLA CHIPS;
SALADS COMPRISED OF MEATS, RICE, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; BARBACOAS, NAMELY GRILLED OR
BARBECUED MEATS WRAPPED IN A TORTILLA ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER FRUITS,
VEGETABLES, CHEESE, AND/OR SALSAS.
FILING BASIS

Section 1(b)
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Response to Office Action
To the Commissioner for Trademarks:
Application serial no. 78331200 is amended as follows:
Argument(s)
In response to the substantive refusal(s), please note the following:
I.
Applicant's Long Use of CHIPOTLE as a Brand For Its Restaurant Services Is Ample to Establish Distinctiveness For
The Goods Identified In This Application.

Under TMEP Section 1212.09, the required section 2(f) showing is twofold. First, Applicant must establish the mark has acquired
distinctiveness in connection with other goods and/or services for which the mark is used in commerce. Second, Applicant must establish
that the previously-created distinctiveness will transfer to the goods sought to be registered when the mark is used on or in connection with
them. TMEP §1209(a). Because these elements can be shown in this case, the Examining Attorney should withdraw his section 2(e) refusal.
A.
Applicant's Use and Promotion of CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL For More Than 11 Years In
Connection With It's Fast Food Restaurant Chain Have Established Acquired Distinctiveness For Restaurant Services.
In 1993, Applicant's predecessor company opened its first CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL restaurant. Applicant's concept was to
provide affordable, freshly prepared "Tex Mex" food, prepared quickly and to the customer's specification, while the customer waited and
watched.
To this day, customers of Applicant enter the restaurant and approach a grill and food assembly line area, when the order is placed.
Meats used in the burritos, barbacoas, and other entrée items are grilled in the customer's view. Then the customer's order is passed along the
assembly kitchen and is created while the customer watches and selects various ingredients. The marks CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE
MEXICAN GRILL are in prominent view in exterior store signage, interior signage, menu boards, napkins, and packaging papers used for
take out orders. Customers can chose to eat in Applicant's restaurant or have the entry wrapped and bagged for take out.
Applicant's food and concept have been wildly successful. Food critics and the trade press have written copiously about Applicant's
restaurants and many of the food items which are the subject of this Application. See sample articles at Attachments 1-4. These articles and
many others demonstrate consumers recognize Applicant's mark.
In the 11 years since Applicant's founder opened his first restaurant, Applicant has expanded to 407 restaurants, now operating in more
than 20 states, including 20 restaurants in the Washington DC area alone. New restaurants are being added at a rate of about 10 stores per

month.
This growth is fueled, in part, by Applicant's annual advertising budget which exceeds $3 million. Applicant has advertised on radio,
television, and the internet. In addition, it relies on bus signs, billboards, flyers, and print media ads placed in newpapers, magazines and
other publications. Applicant also buys visible signs in pro sports stadiums and arenas. All of those ads prominently feature the CHIPOTLE
or CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL marks. See sample ads at Attachments 5-18.
Put simply, Applicant has exclusively used the terms CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL to offer its restaurant services
for more than 11 years. That use has been widespread and substantial, leaving no doubt that those terms have acquired distinctiveness for
Applicant's restaurant services.
B.
Applicant's Existing Principal Register Registrations for CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL
Establish Prima Facie Evidence of Acquired Distinctiveness.
The mark CHIPOTLE is the subject of an existing registration on the Principal Register for "restaurant services." See TESS printout of
Registration No. 2344423, at Attachment 20-21. Within months, Applicant intends to file its Section 8 & 15 declaration which, when
accepted, will render this Registration No. 2344423 incontestable.
Rule 2.41(b) provides that the Examining Attorney may accept such a valid, Principal Register registration of the same mark as prima
facie evidence of acquired distinctiveness. There is no question that the mark sought to be registered, CHIPOTLE, is the same as that which
is the subject of Registration No. 2344423. The only remaining issue is whether the goods identified in the present Application are
sufficiently related to Applicant's restaurant services.
C.
The Distinctiveness Acquired in CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL For Restaurant Services
Should Transfer to the Sale of the Class 29 and Class 30 Goods Identified in this Application.

The fundamental inquiry in assessing product relatedness is whether the goods are sufficiently similar to lead a consumer to reasonably
assume that they were offered or sponsored by the same source. Wynn Oil Co. v. Thomas, 839 F.2d 1183, 1187 (6th Cir. 1988); Fleischmann
Distilling Corp. v. Maier Brewing Co., 314 F.2d 149, 150 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 374 U.S. 830 (1963). This inquiry itself requires a twostep analysis, under which consideration is given to both the nature of the goods themselves and the structure of the market in which they
move. Vilarroz Corp. v. Borden, Inc., 209 U.S.P.Q. 969, 975 (2nd Cir. 1981); AMF, Inc. v. Sleekcraft Boats, 599 F.2d 341, 350 (9th Cir.
1979).
1.

Nature of the Goods/Services Is Similar.

Applicant's customers sometimes eat in and often take out Applicant's food. There could be no closer association nor a more likely
association in the consumer mind, than between Applicant's restaurant services and the take out food offered by Applicant's restaurants.
Indeed, a great number of Applicant's advertisements feature a picture of a foil-wrapped burrito (Attachments 5-18), further drawing a tight
association between Applicant's restaurant services and Applicant's food. See In re Best Products Co., Inc. ("[W]e infer in the instant case
that the differences between the marks BEST & Des. And BEST JEWELRY & Des., and between the identifications of services in their
respective registrations ["mail order and catalog showroom services" and "retail jewelry store services"], were deemed to be immaterial
differences.").
2.
The Market Channels for Restaurant Services and the Take Out Food Offered By Applicant's Restaurants Are
Identical.
The close proximity of the respective markets for restaurant services that offer a take out food option, like Applicant, and the food

items offered on the menu of such restaurants is identical. Even if those food items were distributed in the refrigerated section of a
convenience store or grocery store, the market channels and nature of the goods involved would be very closely similar. Certainly similar
enough for the consumer to draw a close association between Applicant's restaurant services and the food items described by this Application.
In re Rogers, 53 USPQ2d 1741 (TTAB 1999) (Where there exists a sufficient relationship between the goods or services in connection with
which the mark has acquired distinctiveness and the goods or services recited in the intent-to-use application, a conclusion that the previously
created distinctiveness will transfer to the goods or services in the application upon use is warranted); In re Owens- Illinois Glass Co., 143
USPQ 431, 432 (TTAB 1964) (applicant's ownership and prior use of LIBBEY for cut-glass articles held acceptable as prima facie evidence
of distinctiveness of mark for plastic tableware, the Board stating, "Cut-glass and plastic articles of tableware are customarily sold in the same
retail outlets, and purchasers of one kind of tableware might well be prospective purchasers of the other."); In re Lytle Engineering & Mfg.
Co., 125 USPQ 308 (TTAB 1960) (applicant's ownership and use of LYTLE for various services, including the planning, preparation and
production of technical publications, held acceptable as prima facie evidence of distinctiveness of mark for brochures, catalogues and
bulletins).
Consequently, the Examining Attorney should conclude that Applicant's previously created distinctiveness will transfer to the goods
specified in this Application when the mark is used on or in connection with them and that such acquired distinctiveness is sufficient to
overcome the section 2(e)(2) refusal.
D. All Doubts Surrounding Registrability Of The Mark Should Be Resolved In Applicant's Favor
Any doubts surrounding the registrability or descriptiveness of a mark are to be resolved in Applicant's favor. In re Shutts, 217 USPQ
363, 365 (TTAB 1983); In re Micro Instrument Corp., 222 USPQ 252, 255 (TTAB 1984); In re American Hospital Supply Corp., 219 USPQ
949, 951 (TTAB 1983). Accordingly, this Application should be approved for publication and the section 2(e) refusal should be withdrawn.

Conclusion
Applicant has established that there is a strong likelihood that Applicant's previously created distinctiveness (based upon the longstanding and extensive use of CHIPOTLE and CHIPOTLE MEXICAN GRILL) will transfer to the closely related goods specified in this
application when the term CHIPOTLE is used on or in connection with such goods, and thus Applicant is entitled to registration of the mark
under 2(f). Based on the foregoing, Applicant requests that the Examining Attorney accept the mark for publication and ultimately
registration.
Evidence
Evidence in the nature of New York Post article dated August 20, 2003, reviewing Applicant's restaurants. has been attached.
Evidence-1
Evidence in the nature of Washington Post article dated February 15, 2002 claiming Applicant's restaurants "the winner by a head." has been
attached.
Evidence-2
Evidence in the nature of Trade article in QSR on Applicant's restaurants dated May 2004. has been attached.
Evidence-3
Evidence in the nature of Westword Newspaper article declaring Applicant's burrito the "Best of Denver 2004." has been attached.
Evidence-4
Evidence in the nature of Photograph of billboard advertisement featuring picture of wrapped burrito. has been attached.
Evidence-5
Evidence in the nature of Sample print ad. has been attached.
Evidence-6
Evidence in the nature of Photograph of billboard advertisement featuring picture of wrapped burrito. has been attached.

Evidence-7
Evidence in the nature of Photograph of bus advertisement featuring picture of wrapped burrito. has been attached.
Evidence-8
Evidence in the nature of Photograph of bus advertisement featuring picture of wrapped burrito. has been attached.
Evidence-9
Evidence in the nature of Photograph of bus advertisement featuring picture of wrapped burrito. has been attached.
Evidence-10
Evidence in the nature of Photograph of billboard advertisement featuring picture of wrapped burrito. has been attached.
Evidence-11
Evidence in the nature of Photograph of billboard advertisement featuring picture of wrapped burrito. has been attached.
Evidence-12
Evidence in the nature of Sample print ad has been attached.
Evidence-13
Evidence in the nature of Sample print ad has been attached.
Evidence-14
Evidence in the nature of Photograph of billboard advertisement featuring picture of wrapped burrito. has been attached.
Evidence-15
Evidence in the nature of Photograph of billboard advertisement featuring picture of wrapped burrito. has been attached.
Evidence-16
Evidence in the nature of Sample print ad featuring burrito wrapped and advertising Applicant's guacamole. has been attached.
Evidence-17
Evidence in the nature of Photograph of one of Applicant's billboard signs featuring both a foil wrapped burrito and promoting Applicant's
guacamole has been attached.
Evidence-18
Evidence in the nature of TESS report featuring CHIPOTLE registration has been attached.
Evidence-19
Evidence in the nature of Page 2 of TESS report has been attached.
Evidence-20
Evidence in the nature of Sample ad. has been attached.
Evidence-21
Classification and Listing of Goods/Services
Applicant hereby amends the following class of goods/services in the application as follows:
Current: Class 029 for PRESERVED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, CHIPS, GUACAMOLE, BEANS, RICE, FRUIT AND
VEGETABLE SALADS AND SOUPS;
Original Filing Basis: 1(b).
Proposed: Class 029 for PRESERVED AND COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES, CHILE RELLENOS, GUACAMOLE, COOKED
BEANS, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE SALADS AND SOUPS;
Applicant hereby amends the following class of goods/services in the application as follows:
Current: Class 030 for SANDWICHES, BARBACOAS, BURRITOS, ENCHILADAS, TACOS, EMPANADAS, QUESADILLAS,
TAMALES, FAJITAS, RELLENOS, TORTILLAS, SOPAPILLAS, COOKIES, AND CORN CHIPS; SALADS COMPRISED OF MEATS,
RICE, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
Original Filing Basis: 1(b).
Proposed: Class 030 for RICE, SANDWICHES, BARBACOAS, BURRITOS, ENCHILADAS, TACOS, EMPANADAS, QUESADILLAS,
TAMALES, FAJITAS, RELLENOS, TORTILLAS, SOPAPILLAS, COOKIES, CORN CHIPS AND TORTILLA CHIPS; SALADS
COMPRISED OF MEATS, RICE, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; BARBACOAS, NAMELY GRILLED OR BARBECUED MEATS
WRAPPED IN A TORTILLA ALONE OR IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER FRUITS, VEGETABLES, CHEESE, AND/OR SALSAS.
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